SECRET


OFF 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14

DIR INFO: Part Name Wave 6920

INDICATOR: 28 OCT 65 0: 83 342

REFS: A. DIR 52559 (NOT SENT MADR)
B. MADR 5565 (W 56496)

1. AMUG/1 unable identify "Pablo" Ref A.

2. RE Ref B para 2F. WAVE has beardless photo Pedro Niret from newspaper VERDE CLIVO dated 6 Jun 65. Advise if interested receiving copy. Compare to determine if Niret in with other Pedro who arrives from ALGIERS to discuss Arms shipment.

SECRET

CFS 6920 52559 NOT SENT 5565 AMUG/1 PAULO A B 2F PEDRO NIRET VERDE CLIVO 6 65 ANOTPE PEDRO